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“  . .   —  creating our own suffering and obsessing in the last and what the future might be, and
to put ourself in the now.Oprah Winfrey With his bestselling spiritual guide THE ENERGY of
Today, Eckhart Tolle inspired an incredible number of readers to discover the freedom and joy
of a life lived “in the now.   In A New Earth, Tolle expands on these effective ideas to display
how transcending our ego-based state of consciousness is not only necessary to personal
pleasure, but also the key to ending conflict and suffering across the world. Tolle describes
how our attachment to the ego produces the dysfunction leading to anger, jealousy, and
unhappiness, and shows visitors how to awaken to a new state of awareness and follow the
road to a fulfilling existence.  and for building a better globe.”   [A New Earth] helps us to
stop  Illuminating, enlightening, and uplifting, A FRESH Earth is definitely a profoundly spiritual
manifesto for a better way of lifestyle—  ”    A wake-up call for the entire planet .
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A powerful guide to breaking down walls of inner level of resistance. I felt quite bored when
reading the first several web pages of this publication. Tolle interviewed by Oprah on Super
Soul Sunday and was amazed at his descriptions about life. I imagine scanning this publication
or at least elements of it, over and over again. You won't understand whether you are one of
these unless you purchase and read it. I QUICKLY became aware that was exactly what I
needed. Life-changing book!brain boggling. OK read but "THE ENERGY of Now" is way better I
browse this after "THE ENERGY of Right now" and I must say I was a bit disappointed. This Book
Changed My Life This book is changing my entire life and I'm only a 1/3 of the way into it. I
noticed Mr. Then the author began discussing the ego, page after page after web page. The
theory that we aren't anything of form - thoughts, likes/dislikes, cumulative experiences, gender,
nationality, religious beliefs, and on and on. If you have to decide between the two, read the
"Power of Today". The book is not a straightforward read and tends toward repetition but
which makes a few of his central arguments more clear. :) His focus on the "pain body" is
probably the most valuable focus on understanding human romantic relationship behavior that
I have ever read. Tolle says that people are the part of us that realizes we are planning.. Tolle
says that at the heart of all historic religions is that your brain is normally insane and if you
want to find peace, we should realize who we really are and drop any pretense of ego. Ego is
just an illusion. The enormous, positive impact this book has had on me is unbelievable.. This
book discussed the ego, my ego, in more ways than I experienced previously ever imagined,
confronting and exposing my precious ego. Enjoy. An excellent and trasformational publication
for the individual Eckhart Tolle doesn't want any help sell this reserve.Eckhart knows what he's
talking about.Probably regretfully- the book's title doesn't convey how transformational a tool it
could be for the average person person. A+ Opens your heart and your mind Fast delivery
Good read Life-changing Invest some time with this book..We first read it more than a decade
ago, maybe even more, when i was deep into Eckhart and his teaching.We wonder if it's at all
possible to digest this reserve even with many reads..The book does take time to read,
because, you have to contemplate everything you read, highlight it and read it again. maybe
even in one single lifetime... It generally does not only discuss creating a new conscious society,
nonetheless it mostly is a useful and eye opening publication about getting up
individually.After that i moved on to other spiritual inspirations.But if you're somebody that feels
strongly about spirituality, and even about liberation from suffering, this book has a dignified
place in your library. We established the timer on Kindle, and listen to excerpts before bedtime..
Author comes with an interesting interpretation of some scripture, but stays true to most in fact
it is used well to support points made. This reserve will change the way you look at existence.
What can i say- it wasn't correct for me personally to listen to him for some time.Today, i
happened to return to his sphere of influence, and picking up this book again, i realize how
deep, accurate and brilliant it really is. This is truly an action of Grace of God. For one, Tolle
repeats most of what you'll find in the "Power of Now" in this book with little fresh insight... Other
things is ego. actually if you'll have to read it again and again during the period of many
years, to understand it's transformational power. But still i am composing this review because
this is truly such a great book. recommend for people who obsess Life changing. Appreciate
author's analysis and use of many teachers.. Certainly provides common sense ways to
eliminate stress in your life. Very relaxing to hear. and sensed that frankly, it's strange, but we
don't want to move near Eckhart at all again, as his teaching simply makes me "disappointed".
Soothing, comforting, provocative, enlightening and in addition helps us sleep! Also pay
attention to it when traveling, helps with stress. Definitely, recommend for those who obsess, are



quick to anger, or mentally can't 'let things go'. I'm very happy with this purchase. I feel such as
a brand-new person with all the details packed into this publication.. If you are on a spiritual
path from whatever religious discipline you prefer, then you very well might find this book of
worth.. This book isn't a how to particularly but even more of a psychological treatise. In the
maze of a whole lot of fresh agey junk published over the last 50 years, this book stands out
as a very important addition to the spiritual literature of the world. I strongly suggest this book
for anybody that is ready to take another step in becoming honest with one's self. It may not
be easy implementing what Eckhart discusses. The Socratic method of question and reply sets
a very all-knowing form. Extremely fast shipping, arrived in perfect, new condition.. I've never
before read a reserve describing the human ego with such logical explanation. My life is
already better, simply from learning that tiny bit. There is nothing really new here aside from a
remarkable analysis of how the human ego forms and covers the pure consciousness at our
core. I am right now rereading to make sure i grasp everything this gem provides and i honestly
feel like i would've become rereading for years to come. I have made therefore many notes
and highlights and reading them everyday fills me with such pleasure and peace. That is an
activity and at period the information would be so profound that you need a moment or all of
those other day to focus and actually let whatever information (and there can be an
abundance) that sticks out to YOU sink in and process!. My getting to it was under totally
unexplainable situations and it offers blessed me in ways l can never be able to clarify .
Although Tolle will not address this straight, I've not found a better description of the Buddhist
doctrine of anatta anywhere. GUARANTEED!! Thought Provoking I came across this book
sometimes to end up being challenging. I was involved with the discourse and liked the
author's insights. I understand I will be returning again and again as space opens within me to
hold the wisdom in these pages.. It gives me a full understanding for why I am right here. Thank
you, Eckhart EXCELLENT BEYOND MY EXPECTATION This book explains all of the missing links in
my life. Allow knowledge and wisdom open up your mind to a complete new eyesight.Yes. Those
to whom it'll come are extremely blessed. To just those God chooses will this reserve make sense.
On at least a couple of occasions, I threw the publication across the room in to the wall.. I
have many countless motivational books but l now feel this is actually the only publication l
ever needed but hey, life is a journey Read it Worth it Excellent Another great book written by
Eckhart Tolle. His books possess so much depth I can read over again and get something new
each and every time. Only way to put to words is it awakens an inner spiritual knowing we all
have within us. Great Read Came across this publication in the library and I actually had to
get it. Very inspirational read. In "The Power of Now", it appears he's more of helpful information
or a instructor but after scanning this publication he appears like some sort of arrogant all-
knowing God. Worthy of a careful read..
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